Abstract. Reasons for aggression may be deduced from the situations preceding aggressive behaviour.
common that they were intuitively judged to be unpleasant for one of the chimpanzees. This individual was observed during the next 10 min in order to establish if its inclination to exhibit aggression had increased shortly after that seemingly frustrating event. The studies reported here were carried out on a colony of 20 semi-free-living chimpanzees Pan troglodytes in Arnhem Zoo. The data show that:
(1) half of all aggressive actions arose in agonistic contexts: thus aggression was contagious; (2) adult males performed apparent spontaneous aggression remarkably often: this result is suggested to reflect dominance-rivalry among males; (3) aggressive behaviour was predictable on the basis of intuition, but attempts to account for the observer's intuitive knowledge were not entirely successful.
Human intuition plays a cardinal, though tacit role, in the recognition and interpretation of animal behaviour (Hebb 1946; Lorenz 1959) , and thus in the generation of verifiable hypotheses. Nowadays, while most ethologists may not deny this role, subjectivistic (Lorenzian) accounts are frowned upon. They may only be excused if announced as preliminary steps toward a more objectivistic (Tinbergian) approach.
Objections to such studies may be forestalled by working with a number of observers and demonstrating close agreement between their subjective judgments, as was done by Buirski et al. (1978) . However, the great interobserver consistency they report still leaves some cause for doubt. For example, the possibility remains that the suggested human-like personality differences between male and female chimpanzees simply reflect Western gender-role prejudices shared by observers of humans and chimps (Shields 1978) and all observers may have biased each other. Nevertheless, the work by Buirski et al. suggests an acceptable way to take advantage of explicit empathy in the study of animal behaviour (see also Stevenson-Hinde & Zunz 1978) .
Another way of assessing the reliability of human intuition is by basing predictions on it and then comparing these with the outcome. This method has been used in this investigation of the external sources of chimpanzee aggression. It consisted of observing individuals after their participation in particular non-agonistic interactions which, according to the observer's intuition, might increase the chance of future aggression. The actual subsequent reactions were compared to the anticipated aggressive behaviour. Up to now this approach is untried in the field of intra-group antagonism, but it may appear a fruitful method provided, of course, observers are conscious of most premises, steps of deduction and components of Gestaltperception underlying their intuition. It may be called the anticipatory approach.
Our second method was to look back in time at the situation just before an aggressive incident in order to detect, or remember, the 'context', i.e. events that might have instigated the aggression. This is the conventional method of investigation in the non-experimental field, and it may be called the retrospective approach.
Most authors studying the problem of aggression-causation in this way provide informative definitions of contexts, but we have not seen lists with mutually exclusive definitions allowing for unequivocal classification. Yet, concurrence of two or more context-types is not rare in the real world (Moyer 1976, page 135) . For example, fighting induced by food provision to hamadryas baboons may fit many existing definitions of 'food competition', but could be classified as defence of harem integrity (Kummer 1971, page 103) .
Concurring context-types leave subjectivity room to influence decisions and the observer's familiarity with the animals in the group may thus be of greater weight than usual in this type
